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We study the eigenvalue asymptotics of a Neumann Laplacian -A$ in 
unbounded regions 0 of R2 with cusps at infinity (a typical example 
is a={(~, y)~R~:x>l, Iyl-ce-“I}) and prove that NE(-A:)-NE(HY)+ 
E/2 Vol(Q), where HV is the canonical one-dimensional Schrodinger operator 
associated to the problem. We establish a similar formula for manifolds with cusps 
and derive the eigenvalue asymptotics of a Dirichlet Laplacian -A: for a class of 
cusp-type regions of infinite volume. e 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~2 be a region in Rd. We recall that the Neumann Laplacian 
I?,= -A$ is the unique self-adjoint operator whose quadratic form is 
AL f) = s, lVfl* dx (1.1) 
on the domain H’(Q) = {YE L*(Q) 1 Vf E L*(Q)}, where the gradient is 
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taken in the distributional sense. One similarly defines the Dirichlet 
Laplacian H, = -AZ as the unique self-adjoint operator whose quadratic 
form is given by the closure of (1.1) on the domain C,“(Q). If Q is a 
bounded region with a smooth boundary it is well known that both H, 
and H, have compact resolvents and that their eigenvalue distributions are 
given by Weyl’s law 
NE(H,v) - NANI,) -&d VOW) E 0 , (1.2) 
where by f(E) N g(E) we mean lim., ~ f( E)/g( E) = 1. We denote by rd 
the volume of a unit ball in Rd, by Vol(Q) the Lebesgue measure of Q, and 
by N,(A) the number of eigenvalues of the operator A which are less 
than E. If one drops the condition that S2 have a smooth boundary, 
nothing dramatic happens with the Dirichlet Laplacian H,. As long as 
Vol(Q) < 00, H, will have a compact resolvent and (1.2) remains true 
[17]. On the other hand, the spectrum of H, can undergo rather spec- 
tacular changes. The following theorem was proved in [lo]: 
THEOREM. Let S be a closed subset of the positive real axis. Then there 
exists a bounded domain 52 for which 
c~ess(H,v) = S. 
In the theorem, Sz can be chosen in such a way that its boundary has a 
singularity at exactly one point. We will be interested in the other extreme, 
namely when the domain 52 retains a nice boundary, but is unbounded, 
and in particular is of the form 
Q={(x,y)~R~:x>l, lyl<f(x)}. (1.3) 
Through the rest of the paper we will suppose that f is P[ 1, cc) and 
strictly positive, and that its first three derivatives are bounded (although 
less regularity could be required). If f(x) + 0, the Dirichlet Laplacian still 
has a compact resolvent [13, 161, but if f(x)=x-‘, or even if f(x)= 
exp( -x), (so Vol(Q) < co), Davies and Simon [6] showed that a,,(H,) is 
nonempty. The difference in the spectral behavior is again striking, and one 
feels that a rather rapid decay off should be required to ensure compact- 
ness of the resolvent of H,. The following beautiful theorem was proven 
in [7]: 
THEOREM. If Q is given by (1.3), H, has a compact resolvent if and 
only if 
(1.4) 
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In this paper we study the large E asymptotics of the eigenvalue distribu- 
tion of H, in the regions (1.3). As in [6], the main role is played by the 
one-dimensional Schrodinger operator 
H,= --$+ V(x), (1.5) 
acting on L2[1, co), and with the Dirichlet boundary condition at 1. We 
make the following two hypotheses: 
JQ) -+ co, f”(x) + 0 as x-co; WI 
if O<E< 1, N,((l f ~1 Hv) = &(Hv)(l + WE)). WI 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 1.1. If (Hl) and (H2) are satisfied, we have 
NE(HN) N NE(Hv) +; Vol(Q). (1.6) 
Remark 1. Hypothesis (Hl ) implies that 
f(x)+f’(x)‘/f(x)-0 as x-+co (1.7) 
(see Section 2.1). In turn, Davies and Simon [6] showed that if (1.7) is 
satisfied, H, will have a compact resolvent if and only if H, does. Conse- 
quently, both sides in (1.6) are finite, and in particular (Hl) implies that 
Vol(Q) < co. Hypothesis (H2) prevents NE(HV) from growing too rapidly 
(e.g., exponentially), which is needed to make our perturbation argument 
work. For example, it is satisfied if V is a convex function [21] or if 
V(x) -x”(ln x)~, c( > 0. On the other hand, if V(x)-ln x (e.g., f(x) = 
exp( -x In x)), it is not, and our argument does not apply. 
Remark 2. The fact that R is symmetric is irrelevant. If Q = 
((4 Y) :x> 1, -f,(x) <y <fz(x)h (1.6) remains valid provided that 
f r + 0, f i + 0, and H,, defined with f = (f, + f2)/2, satisfies (Hl), (H2). 
Also, if (HI) is replaced by a more involved hypothesis, the result extends 
(as usual [6,17]) to the case when R* is replaced by Rd+ i, (x,, x,) E 
Rd+‘, x,eRd, Q={xIx,/f(x,)~G, l<x,<co}, where G is a bounded 
connected set. The asymptotics is given by (2.6) (replacing M with 52). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let f(x) = exp( -x’). H, has a compact resolvent if and 
only if a > 1. One calculates 
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The semiclassical formula [21] yields 
&(Hv) - 
1’(1-z) nw(~-1))) 
rtt+ l/M= 1))) 
E1,*+l,(*(a-l)) 
(i.8) 
and thus both (Hl) and (H2) are satisfied. Formulas (1.6) and (1.8) imply 
that the asymptotics of NE(HN) satisfies Weyl’s law if tl > 2; it is given by 
(1.8) if 1 < c1< 2. If a = 2 we have NE(HN) - E/2(Vol(Q) + 4). The leading 
order is the same as that in Weyl’s law but the constant is larger. We 
observe a phase transition in the eigenvalue asymptotics for the value 
a, = 2. In [6] it was shown that for a = 1, o,,(HN) = [$, co), and for 
0 < a < 1, a,,(H,) = [0, co). In both cases crsing(HN) = @, and a&H,) 
consists of a discrete set 0 = A, < & < . . . 6 I, -+ co of embedded eigen- 
values of finite multiplicity (see also [ 121). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let f(x) = exp( -x’g(x)), g(x) = 1 + cos2(,/‘~). We 
have V(x) - x2g(x)2 and the semiclassical formula yields 
N,(Hv)-~ 4gW 
Hypotheses (Hl ), (H2) are satisfied, and we observe that NE(HN)/E stays 
bounded above and below but lim,, o. NE(HN)/E does not exist. 
The simplest way to understand the result of Theorem 1.1 is to consider 
a subspace P of L2(sZ) consisting of functions u which depend on the x 
variable only. On C;(a) n P the form (1.1) acts as 
and viewed as a form on L2( [ 1, co), 2f(x) dx) yields an operator which is 
(up to a change of boundary condition at x = 1) unitarily equivalent to 
H,. It is now immediate that NE( -A$)+ NE(HV) (f(E)+g(E) means 
that lim inf, _ m f(E)/g(E) > 1 ), but in an equally simple way we can say 
even more. Denote Q,= {(x, y): l<x<L, lyJ <f(x)> and put an 
additional Dirichlet boundary condition along the line x = L. Dirichlet- 
Neumann bracketing yields 
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Letting L + co, we obtain the one-sided inequality in (1.6), which is 
obviously true under the sole condition that f is a C’[ 1, cc) function. It is 
the other, nontrivial direction of (1.6) which forces us to place conditions 
on f and V, and which could be proven using techniques developed in 
[6, 18). The main technical point in such an approach is to obtain control 
of H, on the subspace orthogonal to P. Here we will adopt a different 
strategy which, we believe, sheds some new light on the problem. Let 
M=(-1, 1)x(1, 00) be a strip with the metric 
ds& = dx’+f(x)’ dy2, (1.9) 
and denote by H, the Lapalace-Beltrami operator on M with the 
Neumann boundary condition. Separating the variables we obtain that 
H, is unitarily equivalent to the operator @ naO H, acting on 
0 naO L2(CL a), dx), where 
with a boundary condition $‘( 1) = (f’( 1)/2f( 1)) I,+( 1). The main technical 
ingredient in this approach is to show that NE( @ n> r H,) satisfies Weyl’s 
law. Then the analog of Theorem 1.1 for H, is immediate. After a suitable 
coordinate change, region 52 is transformed into the strip M, with a metric 
which is (under the conditions of the Theorem 1.1) asymptotically of 
the form (1.9). At this point, a relatively easy perturbation argument will 
yield (1.6). 
Finally, we remark that the above approach appears useful in studying 
eigenvalue asymptotics of a Dirichlet Laplacian in a region Sz given by 
(1.3), with f(x) + 0 and Vol(Q) = 00. While we can recover most of the 
known results on the asymptotics of NE(HD) in such regions (but not all; 
e.g., we cannot treat the case f(x) = (In(1 +x)))‘, see [l, 17]), here we 
restrict ourselves to giving a new proof of the well-known [ 1, 17, 18, 201) 
THEOREM 1.2. Let I2 = {(x, y) : lxloL JyJ < 11. Then 
iV,(H,)-1 Eln E, zj- a=l, 
71 
where c is the standard zeta function. The case CI > 1 follows by symmetry. 
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2. NEUMANN LAPLACIANS ON MANIFOLDS AND REGIONS WITH CUSPS 
We begin by studying the eigenvalue distribution of a Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on a Riemannian manifold of the form M= Nx [ 1, cc), with a 
metric dss’,, Vol(M) < co. Here, N is a compact, oriented Riemannian 
manifold (with or without boundary), dim(N) = d, with a metric ds;, and 
a volume element dm,. We remark that the boundary of A4 does not have 
to be C”, but it is certainly piecewise C” and therefore causes no problem 
in the discussion below (see, e.g., [2]). In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we treat the 
case when the metric on A4 has a warped product form. Perturbations are 
studied in Section 2.3. Finally, in Section 2.4, we derive Theorem 1.1 as an 
easy consequence of the results obtained for manifolds. 
2.1. Preliminaries 
We suppose that the metric on A4 is given by 
ds$ = dx2 +f(~)~ As;, 
where f is a positive, C” [ 1, co ) function, and that 
(2.1) 
Vol(M) = Vol(N) ‘,” f(x)d dx < CQ. (2.2) 
If d = 1, (2.2) is a consequence of (Hl ). H,, the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
on M with Neumann boundary conditions, acts on a Hilbert space 
L*(M, dm,) and is the unique self-adjoint operator whose quadratic form 
is given by the closure of 
(2.3) 
on C;(a). In (2.2), dm M = fd dm, dx and V is the gradient on M. Of equal 
importance for us is the Laplace-Beltrami operator H, D on A4 with the 
Dirichlet boundary condition along { 1) x N, and the Neumann one on the 
rest of the boundary. It is defined as a closure of the form (2.3) on a 
subspace of C;(R) consisting of functions which vanish along ( 1 } x N. The 
analog of (1.5) is the one-dimensional Schrodinger operator of the form 
Hy= -$+ V(x), V(x)=; ($r+; ($>‘, (2.4) 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition at 1. Denote by 
Cd= ((47#d+i)‘2 T((d+ 3)/2))-‘. (2.5) 
The following lemma, which we prove in Section 2.2, is the main technical 
ingredient of our approach. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that V(x) -+ GO, f(x)’ V(x) -+ 0 as x + 00. Then 
NE(HN) - N,(H,, D) - NE(HV) + E(d+l)‘*Cd Vol(M). (2.6) 
In the sequel we collect, for the reader’s convenience, a few simple results 
which will be needed later. Let 
D,=($h:&C&iz),v~=O}, 
where v is the outward unit normal vector field on 8M. H, acts on D, as 
1 
H,v(#)= -- A f(x)” ; 4 + & HN,(#)> j-(x)d x 
where HE is a Laplace-Beltrami operator of N. H c has a compact resol- 
vent [2]; its spectrum consists of discrete eigenvalues O=A,<L, < 
A2 < . . ., 1, + co, and we denote by 4,” the corresponding eigenfunctions. 
Introducing 
G(M) = 
i 
g : dx, t) = $(x) 4,“(t), y 14w12Swd~x < a}, 
we obtain the decomposition 
L*(M)= @ L:(M)= @ L:(cl, ~),f(X)“d.~). 
ng0 II 2 0 
The operator H, splits accordingly, 
H,v= 0 HN,~, 
Pl20 
where H,,. acts on L2,([1, co), f(x)‘dx) as 
H 
1 
lvyn= 
-- a f(x)” ;+gJ. f(X)d ax 
Under the unitary map 
U:L2(CL co),dx)+L$([l, oo),f(X)ddx), U(b) = f-“/*$4 
H N,n transforms as 
a 
H,,= U-‘HNsJJ= --$+ V(x)+A 
f W’ 
(2.7 
and (if V is bounded below) is essentially self-adjoint on 
Dv= ($1 $~c;Cl, ~1, ~‘(l)=d/2(f’(l)/f(l))~(l) 1. (2.8 
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HN is unitarily equivalent to the operator @ naO H, acting on 
g 
n3O L’( Cl, x ), &). Similarly, H,, D is unitarily equivalent to 
n20 Hf, where Hf is the operator (2.7) with the Dirichlet boundary 
condition at 1. The spectral analysis of H, and H,, D reduces to the 
spectral analysis of the one-dimensional Schrodinger operators H,, Hf. 
We will need 
LEMMA 2.2. I” V(x)+ cc as x+ co, we have 
N,(H,D) < N,(H,,) < 1+ N,(H,D) (2.9) 
for all n > 0. 
Proof. We just sketch the well-known argument. CF[l, co) is a form 
core for H,D, and thus N,(H,D) 6 N,(H,) follows from the min-max 
principle [ 151. Let 
D= {$ : +C;[l, co), $(l)=O}. 
If L stands for an arbitrary vector subspace of L2[ 1, co), the min-max 
principle yields 
NAff,) = sup dim L, N,(Hfl) = sup dim L. 
LCDV LCD 
(ffnIL31L)<E W,D!b,IL)<E 
ILEL. IlM=l IL~L.lIILll=l 
Fix LCD, and let L,={+b~L:$(1)=0}. Observing that dimL/L,<l 
we derive (2.9). 1 
We finish with the following 
LEMMA 2.3. If d = 1 and (Hl) is satisfied, we have 
f(x) + If’(x)1 +fW2/fW +f(x) V(x) + 0 as x-+ 00. (2.10) 
Furthermore, for large x, f is convex and strictly decreasing. 
Proof. The result follows from 
f'(X12 
f"(x)=2f(x) Q)+ 2f(x)' I 
2.2. Proof of Lemma 2.1 
Denote A,= Onal H,, A,= OnZl Hf. Relations (2.6) will follow if 
we prove that 
lim NE(AN) N&D) -= 
E(d+ 1)/z ____ = Cd Vol( M). E-cc E(d+ 1)/2 
(2.11) 
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Let 
We have that N,(Hf) = 0 if A,, > mE + A4, and thus 
N,(A,)<N,(A)<N,(A,)+ #{&,:&,<mE+M) 
6 NE(AD) + O(Ed’2), 
since Weyl’s law applies for Hz. Consequently, it suffice to prove (2.11) 
for A,. By the Karamata-Tauberian theorem [ 191, (2.11) will follow if we 
prove 
lim t(“+ ‘I’* Tr(exp( - tA,)) = (47~~‘~~ I)/* Vol(M). 
r-0 
(2.12) 
First, note that 
,‘5 t”* 1 exp( - t&) = (4~))~’ Vol(N) 
&>I 
(2.13) 
[a], and in addition 
tdj2 ,F, exp( - tl,) < L (2.14) 
for a uniform constant L and for all t >O. The Golden-Thompson 
inequality [ 191 yields 
Tr(exp( - tHf)) < - cc eXp( - t. (v(X) + &/j-(x)‘)) dx. 
Fix E>O, A, >E>O, and let R>O be big enough that If’(x) V(x)1 <E if 
x > R. Let c = inf,. r,, R, V(x). We have 
- L’f 
Tr(exp( - tHk)) 6 e J1 
2Jz ’ 
eXp( - t . (A, - E)/f(X)2) dx 
ted+ I)/* Tr(exp( - tA,)) = c ted+ ‘)j2 Tr(exp( - tHk)) 
&al 
e - C’f <- m .“‘x’“‘F (qf(x)2)d’2 s 2Ji 1 
X eXp( - t(& - &)/f(X)*) dx. 
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Using (2.14) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we obtain 
lim sup ttd+ “I2 Tr(exp( - tA,)) d 
Vol( N) 
r-0 (4n) (d+ lV2 
m f(x)*dx. , 
It remains to show 
lim inf tCd+ ‘)I2 Tr(exp( - &I,,)) 2 (4~))‘~~ 1)/2 Vol(M). 
r-0 
(2.15) 
Let R > 1 be a positive number; make a partition of [ 1, R] into k intervals 
Z, of equal size. Denote by H”, the Dirichlet Laplacian on I,, and let 
d, = sup f(~))~, c= sup IV(x)l. 
1: t I, lit Cl. RI 
DirichlettNeumann bracketing yields 
Tr(exp( - tfi,)) 2 5 exp( - t(c + A,,d,)) Tr(exp( - tH”,)). 
m=l 
Obviously, Tr(exp( - tH”,)) = Tr(exp( - tHb)) for all m, and 
We have 
1 R 
lim t”’ Tr exp( - 03;) = - - 
1+0 2,/;; k’ 
lim inf tCd+ ‘)j2 C Tr(exp( - tH,)) 
t-i0 n>o 
2 $ .i 
1 
E d; di2 limrtf ( td,,,)d/2 ,,F, exp( - t d,,, A,) 
= Vol(N)(43~-(~+ l)” m-, f didJ2. 
Using that f is continuous and passing to the limit k + 00 we have 
lim inf tCd+ ‘)I2 Tr(exp( - ?A,)) 2 (4n)- 
r-0 
(d+ lv2 Vol(N) 1” f(x)“dx. 
1 
Letting R+ CC we obtain (2.15) and (2.12). 
2.3. Metric Perturbations 
In this section we suppose that a metric on M is given by 
d& = u( t, x)~ dx2 + /?( t, x)’ dsf,,, (2.16) 
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where a, B are two positive, C” functions on M. We also suppose that 
Vol(M) = jM cc.bddm,dxcco. 
After a suitable coordinate change, the region 52, given by (1.3) (if (Hl ) is 
satisfied), transforms into (- 1, 1) x (1, co) with a metric of the form (2.16). 
That is the reason why we choose to discuss (2.16), even if a much larger 
class of perturbations can be treated along the same lines (see [9, 143 for 
related discussions). H,, H,, D are defined, as in the previous section, via 
the closure of the quadratic form (2.3) (with dm,=u .fi”dm,dx) on the 
appropriate subspace. If there exists a function f, satisfying the condition 
of Lemma 2.1, such that a + 1, /I + f as x -+ co, one expects that N,(H,) 
should not be too far from N,(fi,), where A, is the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on A4 for the metric 
d$,, = dx’ +f(x)’ ds;. 
It is indeed the case. Denote M, = N x [L, co), 
IlgllL= sup Ig(t,x)l, 
(1, X)E ML 
and let 
(2.17) 
v(L)= lb- Ill,+ IlflB- Ill.+ II IW llL.+ II INf/B)I IIL, (2.18) 
where $ is the gradient on M with the metric (2.17). For H, given by (2.4) 
we have 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that v(L) -+ 0 as L -+ co, that f and V satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1, and that NE( HY) satisfies (H2). Then 
NE(H,v) - N,(H,, D) - NE(HY) + E’d+‘)‘2CdVol(M). 
We remark that, while Vol(M) is calculated in the metric (2.16), the 
operator H, arises from the metric (2.17). 
Proof We will consider only H,. A virtually identical argument applies 
for H, D. For L > 1 denote by HL, D, Hz, D the Laplace-Beltrami operators 
acting on N x [ 1, L], M,, with metric (2.16) and the Dirichlet boundary 
condition along N x {L}; on the rest of boundary we take the Neumann 
one. Denote by fit, D the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M, with the 
metric (2.17) and with same boundary condition as HL D. Let 
U: L*(M,, Crbd m, dx) --t L*(M,, f ddm, dx) 
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be a unitary mapping defined as 
W4) = (@ Wf)“P2 4 = (l/g) .d. 
The operator Hz, D is then unitarily equivalent to the operator acting on 
L*(M,, f“dm, dx), which we again denote by Hz, D and whose quadratic 
form is given by the closure of 
on the subspace 
i IVW)12 Qd dmN dx (2.19) ML 
Vector fields Vd, $4 are given as 
where V, is the gradient on N. If #EC~,~(M~) and has norm 1 as an 
element of the L2(M,, f d dm, dx), we estimate 
l((Ht,.- Q: DN d)l 
< s ML IIV(g~)12~Bd-l~(~)12fdI dm,d-x 
G s A(L) l%d)12 + 1 l%$)l’- l~(4)1* 1fddmN dx, ML 
where 
~~~~=Il~/~llt~Il~~/co2-~II.+Il~f/8~2-~ll,~+ll~~/~~2-~Il.. 
Furthermore, we have 
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Because v(L) + 0, all the constants in the above estimates are O(v(L)), and 
we conclude that 
for an L-independent constant D. In the sequel we take L large 
enough that Dv(L) < 1, and then absorb D into v(L). The inequality (2.20) 
and the min-max principle yield (recall that f(E) > g(E) means 
lim inf, _ 5 f(EYdE) 3 1) 
NAG, D) > NE-,,w((~ + v(L)) At d - N,((l + v(L)) At, D). (2.21) 
If H,, is operator (2.4) acting on L2[L, co), we observe that the 
asymptotics of N,(H, J does not depend on the boundary condition at L, 
nor on L itself. Consequently, in the sequel we will deal only with H,. 
Denote 
c (L) = lim inf N&(1 -v(L)) HY) 
1 
E-02 NAHv) ’ 
C,(L) = 1iF sop N,((l + v(L)) Hv) 
NAHv) ’ 
Hypotheses (H2) implies 
lim C,(L) = 1, 
L.+cc 
lim C,(L) = 1. 
L-cc 
(2.22) 
The relations (2.20), (2.22) were the two essential ingredients in the 
argument. Denote by Vol(A,) the volume of M, in the metric (2.17). We 
have 
+EE(d+1)‘2CdVol(Nx [l,L])+N,((l+V(L))&,) 
+@)(Ecd+ 1)‘2C,(vd(Nx [l, L)) + Vol(ti,)) + NE(HY)), (2.23) 
where 
Z(L)=min{(l +v(L))-((‘+~)“, C,(L)}. 
Formula (2.23) follows from Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing, Lemma 2.1, 
and the fact that the eigenvalue distribution of a Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on a compact manifold with a piecewise smooth boundary and 
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mixed boundary conditions satisfies Weyl’s law [2]. Replacing the bound- 
ary condition along N x {L} with the Neumann b.c., we obtain the 
operators H;, ,,, and HL, ,,,, and a completely analogous argument gives 
NdH,v) < NAffL. N) + NAHL: N) 
+S(L)(E’d+“‘2C,(Vol(Nx [l, L))+Vol(&) 
where 
) + bowl)), (2.24) 
S(L) = max{ (1 - v(L)))” +d)‘2, C,(L 01. 
As L + CO, I(L) -+ 1, S(L) -+ 1, Vol(&) + 0, Vol(Nx [l, L)) -+ Vol(M), 
and the lemma follows from (2.23), (2.24). 1 
It is now obvious why our argument fails in the case when NE(HY) 
growths exponentially fast (C,(t) = C,(L) = co). It is natural to conjecture 
that in such cases NE(HN) - NE(HV), but it is unlikely that the above 
argument can be modified to prove it. 
2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.1. 
One consequence of hypothesis (Hl) (see Lemma 2.3) is that f is strictly 
decreasing function for large x. The familiar Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing 
argument, which will be repeated in detail once again below, implies that 
without loss of generality we can assume f'(x) < 0 for x > 1. We construct 
a change of variable as follows: Let 
4x9 Y)=& -16&61. 
E is the first integral of the equation 
4 f’ 
z= y.--. f 
The equation for the orthogonal lines is given by 
whose first integral is 
<+I, f’(t) 
x fod+c 
. 
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Any C’ function of this first integral is an orthogonal coordinate to E. Let 
F(x) = il’ $ dt; 
note that F is a decreasing function (f’ < 0) and denote a = lim, _ o. F(x). 
The inverse function Fp’ is well defined on (a, 01, and for R large enough 
we have 
Y2 T + F(x) E (a, 01, x> R, (x, y)eO. 
Let 
dx, Y) = F-‘(y*/2 + F(x)), (x, y)~f2, x> R. 
It is easy to check that (E, q) is one-one, and that Jacobian 
D(E, q)/D(x, y) - l/f(~) # 0 for x large. Denoting (for c > R) 
Q,= ((4 v): (x3 Y)Ef4 vl(x, Y)>ClY (2.25) 
we conclude that, for a large c, (E, ‘I) is a C”-bijection between 52, and 
half-strip M = ( - 1, 1) x (c, cc ) with a Cm-inverse. The eigenvalue 
asymptotics of a Laplacian on a bounded region with piecewise C” bound- 
ary and with mixed boundary conditions satisfies Weyl’s law. Conse- 
quently, putting an additional Dirichlet or Neumann b.c. along ~(x, y) = c 
we observe that it is enough to prove the statement for HN, H,,,, the 
Laplacians on Q, with respectively Neumann or Dirichlet b.c. along 
~(x, y) = c, and the Neumann b.c. on the rest of the boundary. The above 
change of variables transforms H,, H,, D into Laplace-Beltrami operators 
on A4, with the metric d$,, = dx(E, q)‘+ dy(.z, q)‘, and the Neumann or 
Dirichlet b.c. along [ - 1, l] x {c} and the Neumann b.c. along 
{ + 1 > x [c, co). An easy calculation shows 
(2.26) 
In the notation of Section 2.3 
~(~,~)=(~)(~).(l+y’(~)i)~1-2 
lj(bYI)=f(x). l+y ( 2 (&Jr)-I”, 
and it is a straightforward (but rather long) exercise in differentiation to 
show that 
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(2.27) 
where 
ml = If( + If’(rlY + If”(V)l + If’(s)*/f(a)l. 
In obtaining (2.27) we have used the fact that the third derivative of f is 
bounded (recall ( 1.3)). Theorem 1 .l. is now an immediate consequence of 
Lemmas 2.3, 2.4. 
3. DIRICHLET LAPLACIANS ON REGIONS WITH CUSPS 
3.1. Some Generalities 
There have been quite a few results [l, 3, 4, 8, 11, 17, 18, 201 on the 
asymptotics of the eigenvalue distribution of H, in regions Q given by (1.3) 
when f(x) + 0 and Vol(sZ) = 0~. Here we give a new treatment which, 
besides being elementary, seems to cover most of the interesting examples. 
We refer to the papers of Rosenbljum [17] and Davies [S] for a detailed 
discussion of the spectral properties of H, in limit-cylindrical domains. 
We suppose that f is convex and that 
f(x) +f”(X) +f’b)‘/f(x) + 0 as x-+cc. (3.1) 
If Vol(Q) = co, lim,, o. NE(HD)/E= 0 and we restrict ourselves to study- 
ing the operators H,, H,, N on 52, given by (2.25), with respectively 
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition on s(x, y) = c. Performing the 
same change of variable as that in the previous section, we obtain the 
Laplace-Beltrami operators on A4 = ( - 1, 1) x (c, +co) with the metric 
(2.26) and with the Dirichlet boundary conditions on { + 1 } x [c, co) and 
the Dirichlet or Neumann b.c. on [ - 1, l] x {c >. Let us first analyze H,, N. 
If &J, N is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on h4 with metric (1.9) with the 
same boundary condition as H,, N we obtain as in Sections 2.3, 2.4 that for 
any E > 0 we can find c big enough that 
NE((~-&)AN,D)~NE(HN,D)~NE((~+E)AN,D). (3.2) 
Separating the variables, we obtain that A,, N is unitarily equivalent to 
0 n,l H,, given by (2.7), acting on @ Fa, L2[c, co ), and with the bound- 
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ary conditions (2.8) at x= c. Formula (3.1) implies that V(x)f(~)~ --+O, 
and (eventually increasing E in (3.2)) we can restrict ourselves to studying 
Starting with H, on Q,, we end up with operator (3.3) with the Dirichlet 
boundary condition at c, which we denote by A,. Formula (3.2) implies 
that lim,, m N,(A)/E= co, and, as in Section 2.2, we observe that the 
asymptotics of N,(A) does not depend on the boundary condition at c, nor 
on c itself. Consequently, we can restrict ourselves to studying A, with 
c = 1. The strategy is now clear: If we show that 
lim lim N,((1+4&)= 1 E + 0 E + 02 NE@“) ’ 
(3.4) 
we have NE(HD)-N,(A.), and the asymptotics of the original problem 
follows. 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the above strategy, we prove 
Theorem 1.2. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
We can obviously restrict ourselves to studying only the horn 
sZ1={x:x>l, lyJ<x-“},andmultiplyingtheresult by2ifO<a<l, or 
with 4 if c1= 1. Formula (3.1) is obviously valid. The operators A, become 
2 
X2% 
acting on L’[l, co). Suppose that we prove 
lim t”‘+ 1’2a Tr(exp( - tA,)) = 
1dO 
if O<cc<l (3.5) 
and 
lim t(lntP’))’ Tr(exp(-tA.))=&, if cc=l. 
t-0 
(3.6) 
Then, by the Karamata-Tauberian theorem [18, 191 
Iv,(&)-1 -0 2 lb [(l/a) 2Jc n r(llw) + l) E I/2 + 1/(2a) rc% + Wco) > if O<cr<l, 
N,(A,)-k Eln E if cr=l, 
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formula (3.4) is immediate and the theorem follows. It remains to prove 
(3.5), (3.6). It should not come as a suprise that the argument closely 
follows that of Section 2.2. 
Case 0 < SI < 1. The Gordon-Thompson inequality yields 
t”‘+ ‘j2’ Tr(exp( - ~4,)) < t’12+ lIZa 1 1 x- - 
s exp( - t(n71/2)2 x2’) dx n>o 2&t ’ 
<& (z)“‘[(!-) j: exp(-x2”)dx 
and it is immediate that 
lim sup t”‘+ l/2’ Tr(exp( -hi,)) 
t-0 
It remains to prove 
lim inf t1/2 + 1/2x 
I+0 
Tr(exp(-tA,))>$ (:)I” [(I-) .(i+ 1). (3.7) 
Make a partition of [l, co) into intervals Z, of equal size l/m. Denote by 
Hf the Dirichlet Laplacian on I,, and by 
dk = sup x2’, 
x E Ik 
Q,,,(t) = rnt’l’ Tr(exp( - tHF)), v,(x) = 1 4. x&L 
k>O 
(3.8) 
where xk is the characteristic function of the interval I,. Putting additional 
Dirichlet boundary conditions at the end points of intervals Ik we obtain 
t1’2+ ‘12’ Tr(exp( - tA,)) 
> t 112 + 1/2x 
/ 1 Tr(exp( - tHf)) c exp( - t(nn/2)2 dk) 
k>O n>O 
>, Q,(t) t1’2a exp( - t(n7~/2)~ V,(x)) dx 
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Using that 
we obtain 
lim inf t”‘+ “2a Tr(exp( - [A,)) 
I-PO 
2% (z)“‘$ (J”’ 1: exp(-V,(x))& 
Letting N-r co and yn -+ co we obtain (3.7) and (3.5). 
Case u = 1. As before 
Tr(exp( - ~4 D)) d - 
2 $2 zo r 
exp( - t(n~/2)~ x”) dx 
=--& a?0 ; j; ,2 exp( -x2) dx. trill (3.9) 
Split the positive integers into two sets, I, = (n : n ,,&< 2/n) and 
12={n:nfi32/n). We have 
RJ; exp( -x2) dxd- 
I2 2 
=0(l) as t -+O, (3.10) 
-& In t-’ as t 40. (3.11) 
In (3.11) we used that 1 + ) + . . . + l/n - In n -+ y, as n --) co, where y is the 
Euler constant. From (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) we obtain 
limJ;p t(ln t-r)-’ Tr(exp( -tA,)) g&. 
To prove that 
lim+$f t(ln t-l)-’ Tr(exp( - tA,)) 2; (3.12) 
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we proceed as follows. Let I= {n : n ,,/? < 2&/n>, and with notation (3.8) 
we have 
t(ln t-l)--’ Tr(exp( - tA,)) 
3 Q,(t) t”‘(ln t -I)-’ 1 j” exp( -t(nn/2)2 V,(x))dx 
n>o ’ 
=Q,(r) 1 .F, $ (In tp’)-’ jJnn,2 exp(- v,(x))dx 
3 Q,Jt) i (In t--l)-’ ns, i 6 exp( - V,(x)) dx. 
As t-0, 
and consequently, 
l CC 
lirnn$f t(ln t-‘)-I Tr(exp( - tA,)) a- 
s 274 E 
exp( - V,(x)) dx. 
Letting E + 0 and m -+ CC we obtain (3.12) and (3.6). 
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